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The Manuscript
Information such as author’s name and affiliation should be omitted in the text. On a separate sheet, provide the following information:

- Running head (shortened title)
- Full title of the manuscript
- Author(s)
- Affiliation(s)
- Full address for correspondence, including telephone and fax number and e-mail address

Submit 2 printed copies of the manuscript, together with an electronic MS Word file and a corresponding PDF file. Please be sure to remove all identifying characteristics in the manuscript, including author’s name in the “Properties” fields of the MS Word and PDF files. Submissions should be sent by mail and e-mail attachment to:

Studies in Chinese Linguistics
T. T. Ng Chinese Language Research Centre
Room G23, Institute of Chinese Studies
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Shatin, New Territories, Hong Kong

Fax: (852) 2603 7989
E-mail: scl.editor@cuhk.edu.hk

The journal does not accept papers that have already been published, or are being simultaneously submitted to other publications.

Manuscript Presentation
Produce the manuscript on one side of A4 paper. All material should be single-spaced throughout, including text, examples, footnotes and references. Leave 3.17cm (or 1 and 1/4 inch) margin all around each page. Try to limit each manuscript to 20 single-spaced pages or less.

All manuscripts submitted will be subject to double-blind peer review. For this purpose, include the title of your manuscript on the first page of the text, but leave out your name and affiliation. Please also do not identify yourself elsewhere in the manuscript. For example, acknowledgements may be noted as “to be supplied
after review”, and direct reference to the author’s own work may be temporarily rephrased. Avoid using self-referring expressions, such as I, we, the author, etc.

**Typstyles**

Times New Roman is the working font for journal articles. Phonetic transcription must be in a Unicode font (e.g. Lucida Sans Unicode, Arial Unicode MS). Use 12 point font throughout the document (including title, headings, and notes)

Please do not invent any new symbols that are not Unicode fonts or just try to approximate the correct symbol by adjusting spacing, font size, etc., since those formatting details will be lost in the regular typesetting process. Include a note with the file clearly explaining what the symbol should look like, with a picture for reference.

Do not use any other headers or footers.

Use simple text style, italics, or boldface only. Leave the use of other typstyles to the discretion of the copy editor.

Boldfaces are used for emphasized material within indented examples or italicized cited forms as in the following: the letter m in grammaticality, or the word shenme in Zhangsan chi-le shenme. They are also used for headings of sections of an article. Italics or underlines should be used for material cited as a linguistic example (within a text), the title of books, journals, dissertations, proceedings, and where necessary, emphases in the text. They are also used for headings for sub-sections of articles.

**Punctuation**

Capitals are used as required by standard punctuation rules. Capitalize names of rules, conditions, principles, and abstract symbols for tenses, case markers, etc. Where possible, avoid expressions set completely in capitals. Double quotes are used for quotations of non-linguistic examples and for titles of articles. Single quotes are used for quotes within quotes but primarily they are used for glosses, both in the text and following indented examples: the expression shenme ‘what’, in the following sentence:

(1) Zhangsan chi-le shenme?
    Zhangsan eat-Perf what
    ‘What did Zhangsan eat?’

Where a period or comma occurs adjacent to a quotation mark, it follows single quotes when they are used for glosses in the text: the forms shenme ‘what’, shei ‘who’, nali ‘where’, etc. In other instances, a period or comma precedes a quotation mark. This is the case when single quotes are used to enclose the full-sentence translation of an indented example, as in (1) above. It is also the case with all instances of the use of double quotes, as in the following example: The “surprising asymmetries,” as they have come to be called, are not surprising at all.
The use of other adjacent punctuation marks depends on the actual situation: I know he did not say “is it grammatical?”, but did he say “it is grammatical”?

Ellipsis in cited material is indicated by three spaced periods. Where the ellipsis occurs at the end of a sentence, the three periods are followed by the original punctuation mark at the end of the cited material.

Where a raised footnote reference number occurs adjacent to a punctuation mark, it always occurs after the punctuation.

Use a single space after all punctuation, not two spaces.

**Conventions and Representations**

a. Divide sections with numbers and use the numbers with headings: 1., 1.1., 1.1.1., etc. Start with Section 1, not Section 0. Use extra space between sections.

b. Where square brackets are labeled, give the label immediately after the left bracket: [ip . . . ], [cp what [c . . . ]].

c. Number trees, labeled brackets for examples, metrical grids, etc., in sequence with other examples and prepare them neatly. Draw lines by using the function of “shapes” in MS Word if necessary, and avoid using slashes and back slashes on the computer keyboard as branches of a tree.

**Example Sentences**

In the text, all examples should be numbered with Arabic numerals enclosed in parentheses. Assign consecutive numbers to examples throughout the document; do not renumber from “(1)” for each section of the article. If several examples are cited together as a group, use a numeral enclosed in parentheses for the whole group, and a lowercase letter of the alphabet followed by a period for each example. Align the first words of all examples (excluding diacritics for grammaticality status) with one another. In the text, examples and subexamples are referred to by their numbers and letters enclosed in parentheses, as in (5), (7a), (8b), etc.

In footnotes, examples are numbered using lowercase Roman numerals: (i), (ii), (iiia), etc.

Each example sentence in languages other than English must be translated into English twice. First give a word-for-word gloss, and then an idiomatic translation. The word-for-word glosses should be neatly aligned under the original forms, and the idiomatic translation follows on the next line, enclosed in single quotes.

(2) a. John said that Mary criticized herself.

   b. Zhangsan shuo Lisi piping-le táziji.

   ‘Zhangsan said Lisi criticize-Perf himself’
Transliterations and Orthography

All examples from languages not using the Latin alphabet, in particular all East Asian languages, must be transliterated using one of a few familiar systems of transliteration. Authors are urged to choose from the systems that are most widely used by linguists. Mandarin Chinese (Putonghua) examples should be transliterated in *Hanyu Pinyin*. Cantonese examples should be transliterated in the LSHK Cantonese Romanization Scheme (or known as *Jyutping*). Where no standard system has been adopted in the literature (e.g., examples of certain dialects never described before), use symbols to represent sounds that are as close to the IPA symbols as possible, and give explanations where appropriate. Where a transliteration system is already used in the literature, no new transliteration system invented by the author will be accepted. The single most important requirement is that authors use their chosen system consistently throughout the manuscript. Unless they are the subjects of discussion, omit all tone and pitch accent marks. Likewise, unless required by the discussion, avoid using the orthographic systems of Chinese, Japanese and Korean. If these systems are used, make sure that the written symbols are clear.

Footnotes

Use footnotes (not endnotes). All footnotes will be in an uninterrupted, numeric sequence, beginning with “1”. Footnotes should be kept to a minimum and should not be over-used for speculations and identification of potential problems that are not worked out in the text. Footnotes should be enumerated using whole numbers. For instance, footnotes like “12a” are unacceptable. All notes should be typed single-spaced throughout. In the text, reference to each note is indicated by a raised numeral following the relevant material in the text. Where adjacent to a punctuation mark, the raised number follows it.

Acknowledgments

Acknowledgments of people and grants should be placed in a separate section right before the References.

References

In the text, all bibliographical citations should be given in forms such as the following: Chomsky (1970: 217 fn217 and 1995: 86-90), Huang (1982: 503-514), Aoun and Li (2003). The date of publication is not parenthesized if the reference is itself part of a parenthesized expression: . . . (see, for example, Chao 1968).

All bibliographical entries are alphabetically arranged according to the last name of the author (or the first author of a joint work), beginning on a separate page following the footnotes and acknowledgements, under the heading References. The first names of all authors should be given in full if known, except when a given author regularly uses only initials. Each entry is arranged with a “hanging”
indent, and typed double-spaced throughout. If a title is transliterated from a foreign language, give a free translation, enclosed in square brackets, immediately following the title. (These guidelines, as exemplified below, follow the Chicago Manual of Style. For further guidance, see the Chicago-Style Citation Quick Guide on the world wide web at: http://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/tools_citationguide.html)

- **Journal article:**


- **Book:**


- **Book chapter:**


- **Dissertation:**


- Others:


Permissions

It is the responsibility of the author to obtain written permission for quotations from unpublished material, or for all quotations in excess of 250 words in one extract or 500 words in total from any work still in copyright, and for the reprinting of illustrations or tables from unpublished or copyrighted material.

Abstract

A short abstract of not more than 250 words in English and not more than 200 characters in Chinese (if possible), which clearly summarizes the paper, should be supplied. The abstract should not contain any undefined abbreviations or unspecified references.